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A B S T R A C T

The stiffness, anisotropy and structural deformation of three gyroid-based lattices was investigated, with par-
ticular focus on a newly proposed honeycomb gyroid. This honeycomb is based on a modified triply periodic
minimal surface (TPMS) equation with reduced periodicity. Using the numerical homogenisation method, the
anisotropy of the gyroid lattice types was found to differ greatly, as was the dependence of this anisotropy on the
volume fraction. From compression testing of laser sintered polyamide PA2200 specimens, the honeycomb
gyroid was found to possess extremely high anisotropy, with E E* / *max min, the ratio of the highest to the lowest
direction-dependent modulus, ∼250 at low volume fraction. The stiffness and anisotropy of the honeycomb
gyroid are compared to equivalent results from the square honeycomb, the closest analogue in the set of con-
ventional honeycomb types. The honeycomb gyroid lattice exhibited novel deformation and post-yield stiffening
under in-plane loading; it underwent reorientation into a second, stiffer geometry following plastic bending and
contact of its cell walls. The unique deformation behaviour and extremely high anisotropy of the honeycomb
gyroid provide strong motivation for further investigations into this new family of reduced periodicity TPMS-
based honeycombs.

1. Introduction

Lattice structure performance has become an important element of
design for additive manufacturing (DfAM). This is because AM lattices
are an example of cellular structures, a class of materials known to
possess high specific mechanical properties [1,2]. Other motivating
factors for the study of AM lattices include their application in impact
protection [3,4], thermal management [5,6], tissue engineering [7–10]
and vibration control [11–15].

There are several aspects of AM lattice performance which are
under-investigated, but could lead to new DfAM approaches as well as
useful new forms of structural response. One overlooked aspect of lat-
tice performance is mechanical anisotropy, which has been observed in
materials made using a range of AM processes [16–19], and is often
associated with the layer-by-layer fabrication process and part or-
ientation during fabrication [20–24]. For DfAM, a more important
contribution to the mechanical anisotropy of a lattice is the intrinsic
anisotropy of the constituent cells. Xu et al. [25] examined a range of
lattice types of varying complexity, providing clear evidence that their
stiffness is generally direction-dependent, and that this anisotropy can
be controlled through manipulation of the lattice geometry. Dong et al.
[26] demonstrated lattice anisotropy control through the selection of

cell type and volume fraction, before presenting a method to compen-
sate for the intrinsic anisotropy of lattice cells using multiple materials.
More recently, Cutolo et al. [27] found that the mechanical properties
and failure modes of the triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) dia-
mond lattice were significantly affected by the loading direction with
respect to the lattice orientation.

Tancogne-Dejean and Mohr [28] found that the body-centred cubic
(BCC) lattice exhibited E E* / *max min (the ratio of the highest to the lowest
direction-dependent modulus) of close to 20 at low volume fraction. Lu
et al. [29] and Soyarslan et al. [30] independently used the numerical
homogenisation method to examine the anisotropy of several TPMS
scaffolds, which they expressed through the Zener ratio. Soyarslan et al.
[30] found this to reach up to approximately 4.5 for the I-WP lattice
type at a volume fraction of 0.15. Such findings highlight the im-
portance of lattice anisotropy for DfAM. Lattice stiffness has so far been
prescribed principally through the choice of volume fraction. Estab-
lishing lattice anisotropy as a major consideration in DfAM opens the
possibility of maximising a latticed component's stiffness through cel-
lular orientation, without increasing its mass.

Another aspect of AM lattice design which has received little at-
tention is the prospect of structures with novel deformation and stif-
fening mechanisms. Lattice structures with graded strut or wall
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thickness have been shown to exhibit sequential layer collapse under
compressive loads, giving rise to characteristic staircase features in
their stress-strain curves [31–34]. There is also some evidence that
lattice grading can be used to avoid low-strain failure modes such as
diagonal shear [33,32] and enhance the absorption of deformation
energy compared to non-graded structures [31,32,35,36], though the
extent of these effects seems highly dependent on the lattice cell type.

It is with the aim of uncovering new forms of mechanical response
in AM lattices, and incorporating these into useful design methods, that
this investigation of lattice stiffness, anisotropy and deformation is
presented. Three lattice types, all based on the gyroid TPMS, were in-
vestigated. Two of these, the network and matrix gyroid, have been
examined previously by Maskery et al. [37,38], while the third, the
honeycomb gyroid, is believed to be a new and valuable contribution to
the field, as it possesses very high mechanical anisotropy and displays a
structural reconfiguration and post-yield stiffening unlike the 3D peri-
odic lattices generally considered for AM applications. The deformation
behaviour of this new gyroid-based honeycomb is also significantly
different from that of the AM hexagonal honeycomb examined by
Weidmann et al. [39], who provided a comprehensive assessment of
that structure's manufacturability by metal laser powder bed fusion, as
well as in-plane stiffness determined by beam-theory, finite element
modeling and experiment.

The specimens in this study were manufactured by the laser sin-
tering (LS) process from the polymer PA2200, also known as nylon 12.
The post-yield behaviour of the honeycomb gyroid lattice was ex-
amined in particular detail, this being important for the design of ef-
ficient impact-absorbing structures such as armour panels.

Our methodology concerning lattice design, numerical analysis and
mechanical testing is presented in Section 2. Our results are presented
in Section 3. Discussion and conclusions are found in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively.

2. Methodology

This section details the methods used to design the gyroid-based
lattice structures based on their surface equations, estimate their di-
rection-dependent elastic moduli, and investigate their deformation
under compressive loading.

First, some elementary nomenclature regarding lattice design and
performance are introduced. The volume fraction (or relative density)
of a lattice structure is given by

=* ,latt

sol (1)

where ρlatt and ρsol are the densities of the lattice structure and the
constituent materials, respectively. ρ* takes values from 0 to 1, where 1
represents a fully solid structure. Similarly, the relative elastic modulus
of a lattice structure is expressed as

=E E
E

* ,latt

sol (2)

where Elatt and Esol are the elastic moduli of the lattice structure and the
constituent material, respectively. In general, E* is related to ρ* through
the Gibson–Ashby relationship [1]:

=E C* * .n
1 (3)

The prefactor C1 was given by Gibson, Ashby et al. as a range of
values from 0.1 to 4.0, while n≈2 when deformation occurs by
bending of the cellular struts or walls [1,2]. Our previous work [37] and
that of others [40,41] has indicated that n may be closer to unity when
the lattice deformation is stretching- rather than bending-dominated.

2.1. Gyroid lattice structure design

Network and matrix gyroid lattice structures were generated using

approximations of their TPMS functions. These comprise the leading
term of a trigonometric Fourier series, as described by Gandy et al.
[42]. A shorthand notation for sine and cosine functions is defined, such
that

=S n i
L

sin 2i i
i (4)

and

=C n i
L

cos 2 ,i i
i (5)

where i= x, y, z, and Li and ni are the dimensions of the lattice and
numbers of cell repetitions in each direction, respectively. Gyroid lat-
tice structures were then determined by finding the U=0 isosurface of
[42]

= + +U S C S C S C t( ) ,x y y z z x
n n

gyr (6)

where t is an arbitrary parameter used to control the volume fraction of
the resulting structure.

The exponent n in Eq. (6) can take the value of 1, designating the
network structure, or 2, the matrix. The network structure contains two
continuous regions of space separated by the U=0 surface, one of
which is designated ‘solid’ and one ‘void’ for the purpose of AM lattice
structure design. The matrix structure contains three separate regions;
two of equal size and equivalent geometry divided by a third in the
form of a continuous wall. This separating wall is treated as the solid
region. Matrix lattices have also been referred to as ‘shell’-type, ‘sheet’-
type and ‘shellular’ lattices in the literature [43–48].

A new surface equation based on Eq. (6) but lacking the terms which
are periodic in z may be introduced:

= + +U S C S C t( ) .x y y xhon
2 2 (7)

Eq. (7) separates space into one continuous wall-like region and an
array of non-connected regions, the number of which is determined by
the lattice periodicities in x and y. Designating the continuous region to
be solid and the non-connected regions to be void results in a honey-
comb which, like most repeating lattices considered for AM, has tai-
lorable unit cell dimensions and volume fraction. Therefore, the TPMS
equations which have received a great deal of attention recently for AM
lattice design, can, with simple modification, be used to create a new
family of surface-based honeycombs.

Correlations between the t parameters of Eqs. (6) and (7) and ρ* for
the network, matrix and honeycomb gyroid lattices are presented in
Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 illustrates their form. Henceforth, the lattice struc-
ture arising from Eq. (7) is referred to as the honeycomb gyroid.

Fig. 1. Relationships between the t parameter of Eqs. (6) and (7) and ρ* for
network, matrix and honeycomb gyroid lattices.
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2.2. Homogenisation and elastic anisotropy

To estimate the stiffness anisotropy of each gyroid-based lattice, the
3D finite element (FE) homogenisation approach of Dong et al. [26]
was used. This computes the homogenised stiffness matrix, CH, for a
given lattice unit cell, and is similar to the homogenisation solution for
2D periodic structures proposed by Andreassen and Andreasen [49].

Dong et al. provided a MATLAB code for their homogenisation method
called homo3D, which takes as inputs the first and second Lamé para-
meters of the lattice constitutive material, and a representation of the
lattice unit cell as a voxel model. In this work, voxel models of network,
matrix and honeycomb gyroid unit cells were obtained from the re-
levant U=0 isosurfaces (Eqs. (6) and (7)), in the same way as was
shown previously by Maskery et al. [37]. The homo3D code was pre-
viously used by Nguyen et al. [50] to obtain effective material prop-
erties for AM lattice structures, and was found to be accurate in pre-
dicting the elastic load-deflection response of a 3-point bend
experiment.

The first and second Lamé parameters are given by

=
+

E
(1 )(1 2 ) (8)

and

=
+

µ E
2(1 )

,
(9)

respectively, where E is the elastic modulus of the lattice constitutive
material, and ν its Poisson's ratio. For comparison with compressive
testing of AM fabricated lattice specimens, these material properties
were defined to be those of LS PA2200. For the Poisson's ratio the value
of 0.3 [51] was taken, while for the elastic modulus the value of
1.695 GPa was used, which is an average of PA220 tensile and com-
pressive moduli from solid specimens made using the same LS machine
and powder feedstock as used here [37]. This combination of E and ν
was previously used in FE lattice models and was found to predict the
stiffness of LS specimens reasonably well, with the difference in

numerical and experimental results being attributed to the tension-
compression modulus anisotropy of LS PA2200 and the effect of surface
roughness [37]. Based on these material properties, the first and second
Lamé parameters are 0.978 GPa and 0.652 GPa, respectively.

Once CH was obtained from the homo3D code, its inverse provided
the homogenised compliance matrix SH. The elastic moduli of the lattice
structure along the [100], [010] and [001] directions are found from:

=E
S
1 ,H[100]
11 (10a)

=E
S
1 ,H[010]
22 (10b)

=E
S
1 ,H[001]
33 (10c)

while the moduli along other relevant high symmetry directions are
found from [52]:

=
E

S S S S1 1
2

( ) 1
2

,H H H H

[110]
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(11a)

=
E

S S S S1 2
3

( ) 1
2

.H H H H

[111]
11 11 12 44

(11b)

([001], [110], etc. are standard notation for directions in cubic crystal
systems. [100], [010] and [001] are analogous to the x, y and z di-
rections, respectively, while [110] refers to the ‘edge’ direction halfway
between x and y, and [111] is a ‘corner’ direction inclined by 35.3°
toward z from [110]. The reader is directed to Maskery et al. [53], in
particular figure 8 of that work, for further information on how these
directions relate to cubic lattice structures.)

The Zener ratio, αr, may also be determined from CH. This quantifies
the degree of elastic anisotropy in a structure or material, and is defined
as [54]

= C
C C

2 ,r

H

H H
44

11 22 (12)

where CH
44 is the resistance to shear across the (100) plane in an arbi-

trary direction, and C C( )/2H H
11 22 is the resistance to shear across the

(110) plane along the [110] direction. A perfectly isotropic material or
structure will have αr =1, with larger deviations from unity re-
presenting more elastic anisotropy.

Like other FE methods, the homo3D numerical homogenisation
method is sensitive to the discretisation of the input voxel model [26].
It was found that, for each of the examined lattice types at a volume
fraction of 0.2, E[001] was well converged when the unit cell voxel
model was discretised with a mesh of around 50 elements along each
axis. This is in good agreement with Dong et al.'s conclusion on the
same topic [26]. To ensure accuracy, the anisotropy results presented in
this paper were obtained from models discretised with 70 elements
along each axis. For unit cells of volume fraction 0.1, this corresponds
to around 35,000 elements, while for unit cells of volume fraction 0.4,
this corresponds to around 140,000 elements.

Lattice anisotropy may be effectively conveyed with a 3D modulus
surface. Representative surfaces for the network, matrix and honey-
comb gyroid lattices are shown in Fig. 3. Visual inspection reveals the
matrix gyroid lattice to be the most isotropic, as reflected in the near-
sphericity of its modulus surface. The honeycomb gyroid is the most
anisotropic, possessing extremely high modulus along the z direction
(generally called out-of-plane) compared to the xy-plane (in-plane). This
is quantified more thoroughly in Section 3.3.

2.3. Fabrication and testing

Gyroid lattice specimens measuring 50mm×50mm×50mm
were fabricated using an EOS P100 laser sintering machine, with

Fig. 2. Unit cell geometries based on the gyroid surface. For the network and
matrix lattices, the illustrations show 2×2×2 configurations of unit cells,
while the honeycomb has 2×2 cells.
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processing parameters given in Table 1. The specimens were made from
polyamide PA2200. Solid specimens manufactured alongside the lat-
tices were used to determine the density of the LS PA2200 material.
Comparison of specimen masses and volumes yielded a density of
960 kg/m3, which agrees well with the material provider's specifica-
tions [55] and indicates minimal residual porosity. Network and matrix
gyroid lattices comprised 5× 5×5 unit cells, while honeycomb gyroid
lattices had 5×5 unit cells. After manufacture the specimens were
weighed, yielding an average volume fraction of 0.162 ± 0.003. This
is slightly larger than the target volume fraction of 0.15, and is most
likely a consequence of partially-sintered powder adhered to the in-
ternal lattice surfaces. The impact of this additional powder on the
mechanical properties of the fabricated lattice structures is expected to
be minimal.

Network and matrix gyroid specimens are shown in Fig. 4(a), while
honeycomb gyroid specimens are shown in Fig. 4(b). To investigate
stiffness anisotropy in the honeycomb gyroid lattice and to examine the
compressive failure modes of this new lattice type, honeycomb lattices
were manufactured in two orientations; they were made with their
cellular [001] and [100] directions, respectively, aligned with the LS
build direction. Thus, any stiffness anisotropy between these directions
will be attributable solely to the intrinsic anisotropy of the honeycomb,
not the anisotropy resulting from layer-by-layer LS fabrication. Net-
work and matrix gyroid lattices were made with their [111] cellular
directions aligned vertically, as these orientations were predicted by the
homogenisation method (and shown in Fig. 3) to provide the highest
stiffness for these structures.

To obtain stress–strain curves and investigate their failure modes,
the fabricated gyroid lattice specimens were subject to compressive
mechanical testing. This utilised an Instron 5966 universal testing
machine equipped with a 50 kN load cell. The deformation rate was
0.25mm/s, and a video camera was used to record the lattice de-
formation during the tests.

2.4. Finite element analysis

Finite element (FE) analysis was used to investigate cellular de-
formation in the honeycomb gyroid lattice under loading along the

[100] direction. This lattice was modelled with a ten-node tetrahedral
FE mesh (C3D10 elements) with general contact enabled, and the re-
sults were obtained using the Abaqus/Standard 2018 solver (Dassault
Systemes – Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). The elements were assigned an
elastic-plastic material model, with the yield strain and hardening de-
termined by our previously reported experimental data for LS PA2200
[37], and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3 [51].

The honeycomb lattice FE model had a 4× 4 arrangement of cells
and dimensions of 5mm×40mm×40mm. Owing to the 2D, rather
than 3D, periodicity of the honeycomb lattice, a lower thickness was
specified in the x direction. This allowed for a finer FE mesh than would
be practicable modelling a larger, cubic structure, whilst providing an
accurate depiction of the deformation in the yz-plane. The total number
of elements in the model was around 1.4 million. Displacement loads
were applied uniformly to all nodes at the top surface of the FE model,
while the ZSYMM boundary condition (translation in the xy-plane only
and rotation around z only) was applied at the bottom surface.

Fig. 3. Homogenised relative elastic moduli, E*, for the network (left), matrix (centre) and honeycomb (right) gyroid lattice of volume fraction 0.2.

Table 1
LS parameters used in the production of lattice structures for
mechanical testing.

LS parameter

Laser power 21W
Laser scan speed 2500mm/s
Laser hatch spacing 250 μm
Powder bed temperature 173 °C
Powder deposition thickness 100 μm

Fig. 4. Lattice specimens fabricated by laser sintering. Black marks on the
specimens indicate the upward facing surfaces during fabrication.
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3. Results

3.1. Lattice deformation under compression

Stress–strain curves corresponding to fabricated network, matrix
and honeycomb gyroid lattices with volume fraction 0.15 are shown in
Fig. 5.

The network and matrix gyroid lattices exhibited the fairly typical
stress-strain curves of cellular structures composed of elastic–plastic
material; they showed an initial elastic response (from which Elatt. is
determined) followed by long plastic plateaux and eventual densifica-
tion, where the lattice struts or walls are forced into direct contact. The
deformation of the honeycomb gyroid lattice under [001] loading was
similar, but is marked by a significant reduction in strength following
the onset of plastic collapse at ε ≈0.05, and a further strength reduc-
tion at ε ≈0.2. Plastic collapse, likely following localised buckling of
the honeycomb cell walls, was evident in the deformation video frames
for this structure at ε =0.075, as shown in Fig. 6.

The honeycomb lattice under [100] loading initially showed the
typical stress-strain response of the other structures, but underwent
significant stiffening at ε ≈0.35, as shown in Fig. 5 (inset). This stif-
fening continued under further deformation, until the densification
mechanism dominated at high strain. An explanation for this stress-
strain response is seen in the video frames of Fig. 7. Following initial
elasticity, deformation occurred through the gradual rotation and
plastic bending of the curved honeycomb walls in the yz-plane. By
ε =0.3, this bending and rotation almost reached its limit, with the cell
walls bent by almost 90° at their mid-points. Between ε =0.3 and
ε =0.4 the bent cell walls came into contact with those of neighbouring

cells. This restricted further deformation in the yz-plane by the cell wall
bending and rotation mechanism.

This cell rotation and wall-contact stiffening mechanism is sup-
ported by FE analysis; von Mises stress distributions in the honeycomb
lattice under increasing compressive strain are shown in Fig. 8. Between
ε =0.1 and ε =0.3 the honeycomb gyroid cell walls underwent plastic
bending (the plastic yield strength of the constituent material is ap-
proximately 30MPa). By ε =0.4 many of the cell walls came into
contact with those of their neighbours. By ε =0.5 this was true of most
of the cell walls, and the stress distributed through the thicker lattice
‘nodes’, the regions at which the cell walls meet, was much greater than
at lower strain, though still below the plastic yield strength. Based on
this result, and the video deformation shown above, it is believed the
rapid stiffening shown in Fig. 5 (inset) is consistent with the reor-
ientation of the honeycomb gyroid lattice into a second configuration
between ε =0.3 and ε =0.4, and the transition from bending- to
stretching-dominated deformation.

3.2. Honeycomb gyroid stiffness

Wang and McDowell summarised analytic relationships for the in-
plane relative moduli of a several conventional honeycomb structures
at low density, including those based on repeating square, triangular
and hexagonal cells [56]. Of most relevance to this work are Wang and
McDowell's results for the square cell. They gave [56]

=E* 1
4

* ,dia
3

(13)

for in-plane diagonal loading, while loading along the x or y directions
resulted in

= =E E* * 1
2

*.x y (14)

These scaling relationships are relevant here because the con-
nectivity of the square cell is the same as that of the honeycomb gyroid
lattice; i.e., four walls connecting perpendicularly at each lattice node.
The similarity in their form is illustrated in Fig. 9(a) (for convenience,
the square cell is shown rotated by 45 degrees compared to the con-
ventional orientation). The square cell density-modulus relationships of
(13) and (14) are shown in Fig. 9(b), in which direct comparison can be
made with the equivalent relationships for the gyroid honeycomb de-
termined from numerical homogenisation.

The honeycomb gyroid results shown in Fig. 9(b) were obtained
with fitting functions of the form = +E C E* * *n

1 0 , the Gibson-Ashby
scaling relationship for cellular structures with an additional term to
account for systematic uncertainties in the determination of E* by the
numerical homogenisation method. Directional Young's moduli E *[100]
and E *[110] were extracted from the homogenised compliance matrices
for honeycomb gyroid cells with ρ*= 0.1− 0.4, using Eqs. (10a) and
(11a). The resulting parameters for these density-modulus relationships
are given in Table 2. From these parameters it can be deduced that; (i)
the in-plane stiffness of the honeycomb gyroid has a greater depen-
dence on the volume fraction than even the square honeycomb loaded
in the diagonal direction (i.e., the ρ* exponents are greater than 3), and

Fig. 5. Stress–strain curves of network, matrix and honeycomb gyroid lattices
with volume fraction 0.15.

Fig. 6. Deformation of the honeycomb gyroid lattice under [001] compressive loading.
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(ii) the in-plane stiffness of the honeycomb gyroid is less anisotropic
than that of the square honeycomb. The issue of anisotropy is explored
further in the following section. Also in Table 2 are the E *[001] fitting
results for the honeycomb gyroid from numerical homogenisation.
These show a linear relationship with volume fraction, which is the
typical out-of-plane behaviour shared by other honeycombs [1]. E *0 in
all cases was found to be ∼0, indicating that systematic uncertainties
were negligible.

3.3. Gyroid lattice anisotropy

The relative elastic moduli of the examined lattice structures are
given in Table 3. Based on compression testing, the honeycomb lattice
loaded in the [001] direction was the stiffest of the examined struc-
tures, having a modulus around three times greater than the matrix
gyroid lattice loaded in its stiffest direction. In contrast, the relative
elastic modulus of the honeycomb lattice in the [100] direction was
extremely small, giving = ±E E* / * 250 10max min . This measure of aniso-
tropy was previously used by Tancogne-Dejean and Mohr [28], who
found =E E* / * 18.2max min for the BCC lattice structure at a volume fraction
of 0.1.

Fig. 7. Deformation of the honeycomb gyroid
lattice under [100] compressive loading.

Fig. 8. Deformation (and von Mises stresses) of the honeycomb gyroid lattice
under [100] compressive loading according to FE analysis.

Fig. 9. The gyroid and square honeycombs compared; (a) their geometries, and
(b) their in-plane density-modulus scaling relationships.

Table 2
Gibson–Ashby model parameters for the honeycomb gyroid along different
loading directions. The model function is = +E C E* * *n

1 0 .

Direction C1 n ×E * 100
3

[100] 0.73 ± 0.08 3.5 ± 0.1 −0.3 ± 0.3
[110] 1.4 ± 0.3 3.2 ± 0.3 −2 ±2
[001] 1 1 0

Table 3
Relative elastic moduli of lattice structures at a volume
fraction of 0.15, as determined by compression of fabricated
specimens.

E*× 10−3

Network [111] 22.9 ± 0.1
Matrix [111] 33.3 ± 0.5
Honeycomb [001] 98 ± 5
Honeycomb [100] 0.389 ± 0.009
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Zener ratios, αr, for the network, matrix and honeycomb lattices
determined using the numerical homogenisation method are shown in
Fig. 10. For the matrix gyroid, αr took values close to unity, and in-
creased slightly to 1.1, over the range ρ=0.1–0.4, in agreement with
the previous result of Chen et al. [52]. αr for the network gyroid de-
creased from 2.3 at ρ*=0.1 to 1.4 at ρ*=0.4, which closely agrees
with the result of Lu et al. [29].

The honeycomb gyroid lattice had αr =71 at ρ*=0.1, which de-
creased rapidly to αr =9.3 at ρ*=0.4. Volume fraction therefore
provides a sensitive control parameter for mechanical anisotropy in this
new honeycomb structure. The function αr = Bρ*c, with B=3.25 and
c=−1.34 provided a good description of αr for the honeycomb gyroid
over ρ*=0.1–0.4. However, it should be noted that the honeycomb
gyroid does not possess the cubic spatial symmetry for which the Zener
ratio was originally introduced. For this reason, the universal aniso-
tropy index, AU, was also calculated for the honeycomb gyroid. This
measure of anisotropy was developed by Ranganathan and Ostoja-
Starzewski [57] as a generalistion of the Zener ratio to quantify crystal
elastic anisotropy. AU for the honeycomb gyroid, presented in the inset
to Fig. 10, also exhibits a decreasing trend with volume fraction, with
the dependence described by AU = Dρ*f, with D=0.49 and f=−2.95.
These relationships for αr(ρ*) and AU(ρ*) can henceforth be used to
specify a volume fraction to provide a required level of anisotropy from
the honeycomb gyroid; though evidently they must be elucidated if
they are to be used at higher volume fractions.

With respect to in-plane anisotropy, Gibson and Ashby [1] usefully
compared the elastic modulus of several common honeycomb types; the
square, the triangle and the hexagon. This is illustrated in the polar plot
of Fig. 11(a), which shows the directional relative moduli for square,
triangular and hexagonal honeycombs with t/l=0.2, with t and l being
the thickness and length of the honeycomb walls, respectively. The
volume fraction of the square honeycomb is given by ρ*=2t/l,
meaning that this takes the value 0.4 in Fig. 11(a). For comparison,
equivalent results are presented in Fig. 11(b) for the honeycomb gyroid
with volume fractions from 0.15 to 0.4. The in-plane modulus of the
honeycomb gyroid is evidently more isotropic than that of the square
honeycomb, and far less isotropic than those of the triangular and
hexagonal honeycombs.

3.4. Hybrid honeycomb lattice structures

The results in Section 3.1 show that the newly proposed honeycomb
gyroid lattice, unlike the more commonly studied triply periodic net-
work and matrix gyroid lattices, possesses very high mechanical ani-
sotropy as well as unique structural reconfiguration and post-yield
stiffening under in-plane loading. This is extremely attractive for impact
protection panels or armour, in which post-yield stiffening leads to
greater energy absorption and can help prevent the penetration of an
impactor. Hybrid AM lattices featuring stiff and more compliant regions
may provide a means to design such energy-absorbing structures. For
this reason, two hybrid lattice structures based on the honeycomb gy-
roid were designed, fabricated and subject to the same compressive
testing as the other lattice types examined above. The hybrid structures
featured either two or three regions in which the orientation of the
honeycomb was varied. In the two-layer hybrid, the orientation of the
honeycomb was [100] in the bottom half of the structure and [001] in
the top half. In the three-layer hybrid, the orientation was [100] in the
top and bottom thirds, and [001] in the middle third. The hybrid

Fig. 10. Anisotropy of the three examined gyroid lattice types.

Fig. 11. Comparison of in-plane modulus for common honeycomb types;
square, triangle and hexagon (a), with the honeycomb gyroid (b). Results for
the honeycomb gyroid were obtained by numerical homogenisation.
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structures are shown in Fig. 12.
The three-layer hybrid lattice was created by finding the U=0

isosurface of

= +U U U(1 ) ,hyb. hon [001] hon [100] (15)

where γ is a weighting distribution, and Uhon [001] and Uhon [100] are the
surface functions of the honeycomb gyroid in each orientation. γ took
the form of a 3D double sigmoid function, which varied between values
of 0 in the lower and upper thirds of the structure, and 1 in the middle.
The two-layer hybrid lattice was created in the same way, but with γ
being a single sigmoid function centred at the mid-height of the
structure.

It was previously reported by Maskery et al. [53] that transitions
between two lattice types may result in an interfacial hybrid region
with reduced load-bearing capacity. Those authors put forward an ap-
proach to correct for this by modifying the volume fraction in the in-
terfacial hybrid region. In this work that approach is extended to the
example of a three-layer hybrid lattice.

The three-layer hybrid lattice is shown in Fig. 13(a). The target
volume fraction for the structure was 0.15, so the average relative
cross-sectional from the base to the top of the structure should also be
0.15. The structural connectivity in the two interfacial hybrid regions
was diminished, leading to a minimum relative cross-sectional area in
the xy-plane of just 0.02, as seen in Fig. 13(b). The cross-sectional area
over the full height of the structure was fit with two Gaussian peaks,
one centred in each of the interfacial hybrid regions. The magnitudes of
these peaks were then inverted to provide a volume fraction correction
profile. Finally, the three-layer hybrid structure was re-generated using
Eq. (15) with the volume fraction distribution determined by the cor-
rection profile. The minimum relative cross-sectional area in the hybrid
regions was increased fourfold to 0.08, which is equivalent to the
lowest cross-sectional area in the non-hybrid regions.

Deformation of the three-layer hybrid honeycomb lattice under
compressive loading is shown in Fig. 14, and the corresponding stress-
strain curve is given in Fig. 15. At low strain, all of the observed de-
formation was in the low-stiffness [100] regions. The initial elastic re-
sponse and plastic plateau are identified as (a) and (b) on the stress–-
strain curve. At ε ≈0.2 (c), the cell walls completed their bending and
rotation into the stiffer configuration described in Section 3.1. Above
ε ≈0.35 (d), the structure became extremely stiff as the [100] regions
at the bottom and top of the structure entered densification. The den-
sification mechanism exists for all cellular structures at high strain, but
in this case it was localised to the [100] regions only, and at relatively
low strain. The three-layer hybrid lattice then underwent weakening
(e), likely due to the total plastic collapse of the [100] regions. At
ε > 0.65 (f), the stiffness increased as the compressive load was
transferred solely through the remaining high-stiffness [001] region.

The two-layer ([100]/[001]) hybrid structure deformed similarly to

the three-layer hybrid, and the same (a-f) labeling is used in Fig. 15 to
identify the deformation processes. The main distinction was that (c–f)
occurred at lower strains in the two-layer hybrid structure.

It should be noted that the honeycomb regions of the two- and
three-layer hybrid structures do not possess the same 5×5 periodicity
as the honeycombs examined in Sections 3.1–3.3. For this reason, the
stiffness and strength of the hybrid and non-hybrid lattice structures are
not directly compared here. Rather, the hybrid structures illustrate how
new deformation profiles may be enabled by expanding AM design
freedom to include multiple cellular orientations.

4. Discussion

Regarding the mechanical properties of the network, matrix and
honeycomb gyroid lattices, there are several results of note. The first,
made clear in Fig. 10, is that the anisotropy of each lattice type has a
very different dependence on the volume fraction, ρ*. The anisotropy of
each lattice type decreased with increasing ρ* but, for example, while αr

for the matrix gyroid lattice remained fairly constant (and close to
unity) over the examined range of ρ*= 0.1–0.4, AU for the honeycomb
gyroid lattice decreased from 436 to 8 over the same range. Since ρ* is
the primary design variable for specifying the mechanical properties of
AM lattices, it is clearly of some importance for the development of
effective AM design approaches that a measure of anisotropy (i.e., αr

(ρ*), AU(ρ*), E E* / * ( *)max min or similar) be determined for a range of
lattice types over a wide range of volume fractions. In this way, the

Fig. 12. Three-layer (left) and two-layer (right) hybrid honeycomb gyroid lat-
tices. Black marks on the specimens indicate the upward facing surfaces during
fabrication.

Fig. 13. Illustration of the three-layer honeycomb gyroid lattice structure (a)
and a representation of its varying solid cross-sectional area (b).
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mechanical response of lattice structures to uni- or multi-axial loading
may be predicted more accurately, and cellular orientation may be
more effectively used as a design variable to maximise lattice stiffness
for a given mass.

Second, the anisotropy of the honeycomb gyroid lattice examined in
Sections 3.1–3.3 is very large. Taking the volume fraction 0.15, by the
numerical homogenisation method it was found that αr =40, AU =129
and =E E* / * 224max min , and by the compression testing of fabricated
specimens it was found that E E* / * 250max min . For comparison, the lar-
gest αr reported for a TPMS-based lattice at ρ*=0.15 is approximately
4.5 [30], and the largest reported E E* / *max min is 18.2 [28], though this
latter result has ρ*= 0.1. Further relevant comparison can be made
with the square honeycomb using the analytic solution for E*dia, as given
in Eq. (13), and the general result for all honeycombs that the out-of-
plane modulus is equal to ρ*; these give E E* / * 178max min for the square
honeycomb at ρ*= 0.15. Therefore, using the E E* / *max min metric, the
honeycomb gyroid has greater anisotropy than its closest analogue in
the set of conventional honeycomb types. On the other hand, the in-
plane stiffness anisotropy of the honeycomb gyroid is actually lower
than that of the square honeycomb.

For the design of mechanical components, the large anisotropy of
the honeycomb gyroid lattice could exclude it from applications in
which high multi-axial stiffness is required, or when there is large
variance or unpredictability in the loading direction, in which cases the
matrix gyroid would be more appropriate. On the other hand, the
honeycomb gyroid lattice is significantly stiffer in a single loading di-
rection than the more commonly studied triply periodic lattice types.

Figs. 5, 7 and 8 show that the deformation of the honeycomb gyroid
lattice under [100] loading is dissimilar from that of other AM lattice
types in general. Due to its 2D periodicity and unique cell geometry,
which features curved walls of non-uniform thickness, the honeycomb

gyroid lattice takes on a second, stiffer configuration when the structure
is loaded beyond its plastic plateau. This is due to the transition from
bending- to stretching-dominated deformation following the contact of
neighbouring cell walls. This is further illustrated in the compression of
two- and three-layer hybrid lattice structures based on the honeycomb
gyroid (Figs. 14 and 15). These structures underwent a sequence of
deformation, stiffening and failure processes, with the choice of two or
three layers providing a significant difference in the observed stress-
strain response. This response differed greatly from the deformation of
the non-hybrid, single-orientation honeycomb gyroid even though the
structures had equivalent mass. A distinguishing feature of the multi-
layer hybrid structures compared to other cellular structures made of
elastic-plastic materials is the absence of long plastic plateaux in their
stress-strain curves; for example, those seen for the network and matrix
gyroid lattices in Fig. 5. Instead the hybrids exhibited a short plateau at
low strain followed by phases of stiffening and collapse (as described
more fully in Section 3.4).

The new honeycomb gyroid lattice, as well as hybrid versions of it,
could be used to engineer more complex deformation and stress-strain
responses in AM structures than is possible with the currently available
array of lattice types. One application for such structures is lightweight
armour panels. For such an application, the latticed core of the armour
panel may be designed to control the deceleration of an impactor (e.g.,
a projectile) and provide post-yield stiffening just prior to its total pe-
netration. In this way, the initial plastic deformation of the latticed core
absorbs some kinetic energy of the impactor, while post-yield stiffening
at high strain acts to prevent penetration, and therefore protect the user
or shielded object from harm or damage. The use of hybrid honeycomb
structures composed of high- and low-stiffness regions (such as the
[001] and [100] regions examined here) would in this case provide a
degree of control over the structural stiffness, and energy absorption,
that would not be possible without this approach.

As a final point, there are as yet no examples in the literature of the
honeycomb gyroid lattice being fabricated by a metal AM process, such
as laser powder bed fusion, nor indeed by any process other than the
polymer laser sintering used here. Each combination of material,
structure and AM process presents different restrictions on manu-
facturability (minimum feature dimensions, overhangs, etc.) as well as
a potentially unique microstructure which influences the mechanical
properties. It is therefore clear that the honeycomb gyroid, and indeed
the associated new family of reduced periodicity TPMS-based honey-
comb structures, should be subject to further study using other AM
processes. This will provide the information about their general per-
formance which is required for their successful design and incorpora-
tion into advanced AM components.

5. Conclusions

Three gyroid-based lattice structures were investigated with nu-
merical modelling and compression testing. Useful information about
their anisotropy, structural deformation and post-yield stiffening was
obtained. Information of this kind is required so that lattice structures,
and AM components generally, may be designed to provide the required
mechanical performance with the most efficient use of material.

Of the thee examined lattice types, the 2D honeycomb gyroid re-
presents a new contribution to the field of AM lattice research, having

Fig. 14. Deformation of the three-layer hybrid
honeycomb lattice under compressive loading.

Fig. 15. Stress–strain curves of the two-layer and three-layer hybrid honey-
comb lattices.
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not been presented previously. Volume fraction was found to provide a
particularly sensitive control parameter for the anisotropy of this new
honeycomb, and its deformation under in-plane loading was marked by
a unique reorientation into a second, stiffer geometry following the
plastic bending and contact of its cell walls. The honeycomb gyroid
exhibited extremely high stiffness anisotropy, though interestingly its
in-plane anisotropy is lower than that of the square honeycomb, its
closest analogue in the set of conventional honeycomb types.

There is scope with the honeycomb gyroid lattice to provide post-
yield stiffening at a pre-defined strain, as well as tailorable and pro-
gressive failure modes, through control of its volume fraction and the
use of multi-orientation hybrid layers. These features make it particu-
larly attractive for applications such as blast or projectile protection,
where it is favourable to control both the structural stiffness and the
rate of energy absorption under dynamic loading.

The gyroid-based honeycomb is part of a new family of 2D struc-
tures based on modified TPMS equations. These surface-based honey-
combs are yet to be investigated, but they may prove a useful addition
to the range of lattices generally considered for AM applications, pro-
viding very low weight solutions where high uniaxial stiffness is re-
quired. They may also be found, like the honeycomb gyroid examined
here, to exhibit novel responses to mechanical loading. Lastly, being
based on modified TPMS equations as opposed to connected struts or
walls, AM surface-based honeycombs provide the potential for func-
tional grading and general volume fraction control; this constitutes a
key benefit compared to conventionally manufactured honeycombs.
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